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Participants’ Notes:  

Inaugural Meeting 
Friday, October 14, 2016 

 

 

1) Imagine how we would change the Ph.D. in the humanities if we got in the business 

of preparing students for a variety of jobs that do exist. How would we connect how 

we teach with what our students actually do with their degrees? 

a. Key questions: 

i. How do we connect how we teach with what our students do with their 

degrees? 

ii. What are the goals (Student Learning Objectives) of a graduate seminar? 

iii. Are there recognizable categories of non-academic jobs that students go 

to?  

iv. Is the Ph.D. a fulfilling project in and of itself? 

b. Suggestions: 

i. Publicize internship opportunities 

ii. Support from professors for a variety of fields, not just academia 

iii. Unpack skills we want students to develop.  

iv. Experiential learning and internships 

v. Professional orientation in the first year of graduate programs (model on 

Philosophy Department ProSeminar)  

vi. Outreach to place graduate students in high school teaching contexts  

vii. Teach fields of discourse but also marketable skills 

c. Where students go outside academia: 

i. Foundations 

ii. High schools 

iii. Public organizations 

iv. University presses 

v. Libraries 

vi. Museums 

d. What skills do students develop in the Ph.D.? 

i. Research skills and organization 

ii. Moving from conceptualizing to synthesizing; synthesizing information 

iii. Collaboration 

iv. Audience 

v. Organizing work 

vi. Grant writing 

e. Conferences: 

i. Steps create skills? Apply, present, do Q&A 

ii. Create a narrative 

iii. Create a public resource 

iv. Get students to write conference papers rather than term papers 

f. Emphasis on Collaboration, both among students and profs: 

i. Offer opportunities for collaboration 
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ii. Create collaborative writing assignments 

iii. Coordinate between courses 

iv. Interdisciplinarity – encourage students to go outside their departments 

v. Team up to spark discussions 

g. Pedagogies: 

i. Keywords 

ii. Wikis  

h. Existing programs/resources: 

i. Connected Academics – MLA program on jobs outside academia 

ii. See “Humanities Unbound” database, Bethany Nowviskie 

2) “We must embrace the teaching mission of graduate study as well as the research 

mission” (Cassuto 51). Do you agree? How is this this issue inflected at a Jesuit 

university like ours? What would it mean to embrace the teaching mission of 

graduate study? Are there other (alternative or complementary) ways to “fix the 

graduate school mess”? 

a. Key questions: 

i. What is student-centered graduate education, and do faculty members lack 

time to do this? 

ii. Why emphasize pedagogy if relatively few students will teach?  

iii. Does the Jesuit context enter into faculty discussions of graduate teaching?  

b. Suggestions:  

i. Constructivist model 

ii. Interdisciplinarity:  

1. Undergrads as students in many subjects, not just your class 

2. Should graduate students teach outside their own departments?  

iii. Teaching apprentice 

iv. Train educators 

v. Expand definition of teaching (where to teach). Teaching in many 

locations (eg. team leading). Education is everywhere; needed skills. 

vi. Creating discipline-specific pedagogy with universal value. 

vii. EP6 seminar on Public Communication for graduate students across 

departments.  

viii. A “flipped” seminar – students take charge of class 

ix. Contribute to national dialogue about the importance of pedagogy 

c. Why grad programs should emphasize pedagogy: 

i. See the value of pedagogy beyond the teaching profession: training 

students to be a communicator, leader, person who disseminates 

knowledge.  

d. The teaching of graduate students:  

i. Faculty have few discussions on graduate teaching pedagogy  

ii. Too few conversations about teaching graduate students 

iii. Teaching graduate students to write as well as teach 

e. Teaching graduate students and training students to teach at Fordham: 

i. Comparatively, Fordham seems to do a good job. The initiative in 

Preparing Future Faculty will help to create greater uniformity of 

pedagogical training.  
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ii. Fordham’s Teaching Practicum in English – two semesters, with a mentor 

for each graduate student. Fordham as having good placement at teaching 

universities.  

f. Other thoughts: 

i. Distinction between research and knowledge. 

ii. Value of traditional disciplinary skills and research 

3) Should Ph.D. education in the humanities be reconceived along the lines of “skills-

based approaches”? Why, or why not? Or, to what extent? How would we go about 

identifying appropriate Ph.D.-level “skills”? What are these skills? 

a. Key questions: 

i. What do we mean by skills? 

ii. What do employers outside the academy value in doctoral education in the 

humanities?  

iii. How long will it take to institute change? A generation or more? 

iv. What skills are we talking about? Eg. to have “French for Reading” 

v. How to separate out skills? But disciplines have their own rules  
vi. Why are we skills OR content-driven? Is it an either/or question? 

vii. What options are available to humanities Ph.D.s?  

viii. The idea of “radical change” is out there. What’s it going to look like? 

ix.  

b. Suggestions: 

i. Understanding what we’re trying to accomplish in terms of “human being” 

(<humanities) 

ii. Teaching is a skill (art): developed with different kinds of input. 

iii. Sacrificing discipline-specific requirements 

iv. Public-scholarship is important => communication is key (gearing toward 

undergraduates, the public) 

v. Partnering with universities to develop service-learning 

vi. Service projects for faculty and students to get a broader perspective 

(outside of the academy) 

vii. Move from teacher-centered to student-centered education 

viii. Skills: analysis, shift emphasis in courses that exist 

ix. Introducing a “coding bootcamp” 

c. Philology – being revitalized! 

d. Skills are discipline-specific. Without content, it is impossible to cultivate these 

skills 

e. Perception is of a lack of cohesion within programs to structure content. Small 

programs cannot offer specialized [?] 

f. Mixing MA and Ph.D. students: implications? 

i. Drawbacks with regard to perceived rigor 

ii. Advantages to common professional development 

4) What are the goals of the Ph.D. degree as currently practiced? What would it mean 

to reconceive doctoral education in the humanities as liberal education? What 

would be the benefits of such a reconceptualization of the purpose of the Ph.D. 

degree? What would be lost, if anything? Should there be a core curriculum for the 

new humanities Ph.D.?  
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a. Key questions: 

i. The history of graduate education is a history of canons – what replaces 

this in the new “knowledge economy”?  

ii. Is the problem the dissertation or how we support the learning and mastery 

process to earning a Ph.D.?  

iii. Liberal education – what does it mean to be a good human being? 

iv. Disciplines – are they dinosaurs?  

v. Managing expectations: how well do we do this?  

vi. Do we teach our students to want academic and/or research positions? Or 

do they come into our programs seeking this?  

vii. Do we know any Ph.D. students who regret the process of researching and 

writing their dissertations? Mastery of the project? Is the value here maybe 

missed?  

viii. How do we define knowledge? 

ix. Should we ditch disciplines to save higher education? 

x. What other organizing principle can we use besides “disciplines” to 

rethink higher education?  

xi. Liberal education=breadth and depth, but graduate school is all depth. 

How to give breadth to graduate education?  

xii. What helps prepare graduate students? 

b. Suggestions: 

i. Mentoring 

ii. Multidisiplinarity 

iii. Produce the idea in our students that “liberally educating” is critical to 

pursuing freedom of the individual 

iv. See students as FREE RATIONAL AGENTS 

v. We need to thematize how students can take their training into other 

professions outside of academia  

vi. Challenge the canon, tradition, power structures 

vii. Graduate students as taught to challenge power structures, not to create 

them 

viii. Lived reality of graduate student life needs to be considered when 

discussing happy vs. unhappy Ph.D.s 

c. Challenges to graduate education today: 

i. MOOCs 

ii. Self-publishing: challenges and examples 

iii. Social media vs. professional journalism 

iv. Academic freedom/knowledge quest vs. academic responsibility 

v. Higher education as an echo chamber 

d. Thinking about a new model: 

i. To think about a new model, we need to get over ourselves 

ii. Humility and maturity 

iii. Think about loss and gains 

iv. Failing to engage as needed on this question: 

1. Deeply held norms 

2. “Professional self” 
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3. Identity narratives – and the notion of who is a “professional”  

v. Medieval universities (Jesuit) vs. German Research universities (rather 

than English…) 

e. Should there be a core curriculum for graduate education? What would it require?  

i. Core disciplinary training 

ii. Higher education history 

iii. What else? Need to go outside the box 

iv. Compatible careers 

v. Must include rigor and clarity of thought/writing 

5) How could/should the Ph.D. in the humanities go public?  

a. Medium/message, form/platform 

b. Active pathway to employment in positions other than academy 

c. Trained to share research with non-specialists 

d. (N)PR model? 

e. “Knowledge Unlatched” – a database that offers free access to scholarly content 

across the world 

f. What do we give up? 

g. How do we create these skills? Teach students to reach out 

h. How do we reward these skills? 

i. Internships 

j. Train for public engagement 

k. Digital humanities projects as a job market tool 

l. #publichumanities 

m. Reward system for “public” work 

n. Academic writing and clarity – universities should organize public talks 

o. Premise of the question: 

i. Do we have data on public engagement already? Probably more anecdotal 

accounts than data 

ii. How can a public orientation be a more respectable orientation? Problem 

in philosophy 

 

 


